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Bootstrap: A Statistical Method
K es ar S i ngh and M inge X ie
Ru tgers U ni vers i ty

Ab st ract
T h is p ape r atte mp ts to in tr od uce re ad ers w ith t he c on cept a nd
m et ho do log y o f b o ot str ap in S ta tist ic s , w hich is p la ced un de r a la rg er
u m br e lla o f r esa m plin g .
Ma jo r po rt ion of th e d isc uss ion s s ho u ld b e
a cce ss ib le t o a n y o n e w ho ha s h ad a c o up le of co llege le ve l a p p lied
s tat is tics c ou rs es . T ow ards th e en d , w e at te mpt t o pr o vid e g limp ses of
t he va st lite ra tu re p ub lish ed o n th e to p ic , w hic h sh ou ld b e he lpfu l to
s o meo ne a sp ir in g to go int o t he d ept h o f the meth od o lo g y. A sect ion is
d ed icate d t o illu str at e r ea l dat a e xa mp le s . W e th ink th e se lect ed set of
r efe re nce s c o ve r the gre ate r p art o f th e de ve lo p m ent s on t h is s ub ject
m at ter .

1. In tr od uct io n a nd t he Id ea
B. Efron (1979) introduced the Bootstrap method. It spread like brush fire in statistical
sciences within a couple of decades. Now if one conducts a “Google search” for the above title,
an astounding 1.86 million records will be mentioned; scanning through even a fraction of these
records is a daunting task. We attempt first to explain the idea behind the method and the
purpose of it at a rather rudimentary level. The primary task of a statistician is to summarize a
sample based study and generalize the finding to the parent population in a scientific manner. A
technical term for a sample summary number is (sample) statistic. Some basic sample statistics
are sample mean, sample median, sample standard deviation etc. Of course, a summary statistic
like the sample mean will fluctuate from sample to sample and a statistician would like to know
the magnitude of these fluctuations around the corresponding population parameter in an overall
sense. This is then used in assessing Margin of Errors. The entire picture of all possible values of
a sample statistics presented in the form of a probability distribution is called a sampling
distribution. There is a plenty of theoretical knowledge of sampling distributions, which can be
found in any text books of mathematical statistics. A general intuitive method applicable to just
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about any kind of sample statistic that keeps the user away from the technical tedium has got its
own special appeal. Bootstrap is such a method.
To understand bootstrap, suppose it were possible to draw repeated samples (of the
same size) from the population of interest, a large number of times. Then, one would get a fairly
good idea about the sampling distribution of a particular statistic from the collection of its values
arising from these repeated samples.

But, that does not make sense as it would be too

expensive and defeat the purpose of a sample study. The purpose of a sample study is to gather
information cheaply in a timely fashion. The idea behind bootstrap is to use the data of a sample
study at hand as a “surrogate population”, for the purpose of approximating the sampling
distribution of a statistic; i.e. to resample (with replacement) from the sample data at hand and
create a large number of “phantom samples” known as bootstrap samples. The sample summary
is then computed on each of the bootstrap samples (usually a few thousand). A histogram of the
set of these computed values is referred to as the bootstrap distribution of the statistic.
In bootstrap’s most elementary application, one produces a large number of “copies” of a
sample statistic, computed from these phantom bootstrap samples. Then, a small percentage,
say 100(α / 2)% (usually α = 0.05 ), is trimmed off from the lower as well as from the upper end of
these numbers. The range of remaining 100(1 − α )% values is declared as the confidence limits
of the corresponding unknown population summary number of interest, with level of confidence

100(1 − α )% . The above method is referred to as bootstrap percentile method. We shall return to
it later in the article.
2.

The Theoretical Support
Let us develop some mathematical notations for convenience. Suppose a population

parameter θ is the target of a study; say for example, θ is the household median income of a
chosen community. A random sample of size n yields the data ( X 1 , X 2 ,..., X n ) . Suppose, the
corresponding sample statistic computed from this data set is θˆ (sample median in the case of
the example). For most sample statistics, the sampling distribution of θˆ for large n ( n ≥ 30 is
generally accepted as large sample size), is bell shaped with center θ and standard deviation
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( a / n ), where the positive number a depends on the population and the type of statistic θˆ .
This phenomenon is the celebrated Central Limit Theorem (CLT). Often, there are serious
technical complexities in approximating the required standard deviation from the data. Such is


the case when θ is sample median or sample correlation. Then bootstrap offers a bypass. Let θˆB
stand for a random quantity which represents the same statistic computed on a bootstrap sample
drawn out of ( X 1 , X 2 ,..., X n ) .


What can we say about the sampling distribution of θ B (w.r.t. all

possible bootstrap samples), while the original sample ( X 1 , X 2 ,..., X n ) is held fixed? The first two
articles dealing with the theory of bootstrap – Bickel and Freedman (1981) and Singh (1981)
provided large sample answers for most of the commonly used statistics. In limit, as ( n → ∞ ), the



sampling distribution of θ B is also bell shaped with θ as the center and the same standard
 
deviation ( a / n ). Thus, bootstrap distribution of θ B − θ approximates (fairly well) the sampling



distribution of θ − θ . Note that, as we go from one bootstrap sample to another, only θ B in the
 

expression θ B − θ changes as θ is computed on the original data ( X 1 , X 2 ,..., X n ) . This is the
bootstrap Central Limit Theorem. For a proof of bootstrap CLT for the mean, see Singh (1981).
Furthermore, it has been found that if the limiting sampling distribution of a statistical
function does not involve population unknowns, bootstrap distribution offers a better
approximation to the sampling distribution than the CLT. Such is the case when the statistical

 
function is of the form (θ B − θ ) / SE where SE stands for true or sample estimate of the standard


error of θ , in which case the limiting sampling distribution is usually standard normal.

This

phenomenon is referred to as the second order correction by bootstrap. A caution is warranted in
designing bootstrap, for second order correction. For illustration, let θ = µ , the population mean,


and θ = X , the sample mean; σ = population standard deviation, s= sample standard deviation
computed from original data and sB is the sample standard deviation computed on a bootstrap
sample. Then, the sampling distribution of ( X − µ ) / SE , with SE = σ / n , will be approximated by

 , with X = bootstrap sample mean and SE
 = s/ n .
the bootstrap distribution of ( X B − X ) / SE
B
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 , with SE
 = s / n , will be approximated by the
Similarly, the sampling distribution of ( X − µ ) / SE
bootstrap distribution of ( X B − X ) / SEB , with SEB = sB / n . The earliest results on second order
correction were reported in Singh (1981) and Babu and Singh (1983). In the subsequent years, a
flood of large sample results on bootstrap with substantially higher depth, followed. A name
among the researchers in this area that stands out is Peter Hall of Australian National University.
3.

Primary Applications of Bootstrap

3.1

Approximating Standard Error of a Sample Estimate:
Let us suppose, information is sought about a population parameter θ. Suppose θˆ is a

sample estimator of θ based on a random sample of size n , i.e. θˆ is a function of the data

( X 1 , X 2 ,..., X n ) . In order to estimate standard error of θˆ , as the sample varies over the class of all
possible samples, one has the following simple bootstrap approach:
Compute (θ1* ,θ 2* ,..., θ N* ) , using the same computing formula as the one used for θˆ , but now
base it on N different bootstrap samples (each of size n ). A crude recommendation for the
size N could be N = n 2 (in our judgment), unless n 2 is too large. In that case, it could be reduced
N

to an acceptable size, say n log e n .

One defines SEB (θˆ) = [(1/ N )∑ (θi* − θˆ) 2 ]1/ 2 following the
i =1

philosophy of bootstrap: replace the population by the empirical population.
An older resampling technique used for this purpose is Jackknife, though bootstrap is
more widely applicable. The famous example where Jackknife fails while bootstrap is still useful is
that of θˆ = the sample median.
3.2 Bias correction by bootstrap:
The mean of sampling distribution of θˆ often differs from θ , usually by an amount = c / n
for large n . In statistical language, one writes
Bias (θˆ) = E (θˆ) − θ ≈ O(1/ n) .

A bootstrap based approximation to this bias is
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1
N

N

∑θ
i =1

*
i

 (θˆ) (say),
− θˆ = Bias
B

Where θi* are bootstrap copies of θˆ , as defined in the earlier subsection.

Clearly, this

construction is also based on the standard bootstrap thinking: replace the population by the

 (θˆ) . It
empirical population of the sample. The bootstrap bias corrected estimator is θˆc = θˆ − Bias
B
needs to be pointed out that the older resampling technique called Jackknife is more popular with
statisticians for the purpose of bias estimation.
3.3 Bootstrap Confidence Intervals:
Confidence intervals for a given population parameter θ are sample based range [ θˆ1 ,

θˆ2 ] given out for the unknown number θ . The range possesses the property that θ would lie
within its bounds with a high (specified) probability. The latter is referred to as confidence level.
Of course this probability is with respect to all possible samples, each sample giving rise to a
confidence interval which thus depends on the chance mechanism involved in drawing the
samples. The two mostly used levels of confidence are 95% and 99%. We limit ourselves to the
level 95% for our discussion here. Traditional confidence intervals rely on the knowledge of
sampling distribution of θˆ , exact or asymptotic as n → ∞ . Here are some standard brands of
confidence intervals constructed using bootstrap.
Bootstrap Percentile Method:
This method was mentioned in the introduction itself, because of its popularity which is
primarily due to its simplicity and natural appeal.

Suppose one settles for 1000 bootstrap

*
) . After ranking from bottom to top, let us denote these
replications of θˆ , denoted by (θ1* , θ 2* ,...,θ1000

*
*
*
,θ(2)
,...,θ (1000)
) . Then the bootstrap percentile confidence interval at 95%
bootstrap values as (θ (1)

*
*
,θ(975)
] . Turning to the theoretical aspects of this method, it
level of confidence would be [θ(25)

should be pointed out that the method requires the symmetry of the sampling distribution of θˆ
around θ . The reason is that the method approximates the sampling distribution of θˆ − θ by the
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bootstrap distribution of θˆ − θˆB , which is contrary to the bootstrap thinking that the sampling
distribution of θˆ − θ could be approximated by the bootstrap distribution of θˆB − θˆ . Interested
readers may check out Hall (1988).
Centered Bootstrap Percentile Method:
Suppose the sampling distribution of θˆ − θ is approximated by the bootstrap distribution of

θˆB − θˆ , which is what the bootstrap prescribes. Denote 100s-th percentile of θˆB (in bootstrap
replications) by Bs . Then, the statement that θˆ − θ lies within the range B.025 − θˆ , B.975 − θˆ would
carry a probability ≈ .95 . But, this statement easily translates to the statement that θ lies within
the range (2θˆ − B.975 , 2θˆ − B.025 ) .

The latter range is what is known as centered bootstrap

percentile confidence interval (at coverage level 95%). In terms of 1000 bootstrap replications
*
*
and B.975 = θ (975)
.
B.025 = θ (25)

Bootstrap-t Methods:
As it was mentioned in section 2, bootstrapping a statistical function of the form



T = (θ − θ ) / SE where SE is a sample estimate of the standard error of θ , brings extra accuracy.
This additional accuracy is due to so called one-term Edgeworth correction by the bootstrap. The
reader could find essential details in Hall (1992). The basic example of T is the standard t statistics (from which the name bootstrap- t is derived): t = ( X − µ ) /( s / n ) , which is a special
case with θ = µ (the population mean), θˆ = X (the sample mean) and s standing for the sample
standard deviation.


The bootstrap counterpart of such a function T is TB = (θ B − θˆ) / SEB

where SEB is exactly like SE but computed on a bootstrap sample. Denote the 100s-th bootstrap
percentile of TB by bs and consider the statement: T lies within [ b.025 , b.975 ]. After the substitution


T = (θ − θ ) / SE , the above statement translates to ‘ θ lies within (θˆ − SE b.975 , θˆ − SE b.025 ) ’. This
range for θ is called bootstrap-t based confidence interval for θ at coverage level 95%. Such an
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interval is known to achieve higher accuracy than the earlier method, which is referred to as
“second order accuracy” in technical literature.
We end the section with a remark that B. Efron proposed correction to the rudimentary
percentile method to bring in extra accuracy. These corrections are known as Efron’s “biascorrection” and “accelerated bias-correction”. The details could be found in Efron and Tibishirani
(1993). The bootstrap-t automatically takes care of such corrections, although the bootstrapper
needs to look for a formula for SE which is avoided in the percentile method.
4. Some Real Data Example
Example 1. (Skewed Univariate Data) In the first example, the data are taken from (Hollander
and Wolfe, 1999, page 63), which represent the effect of illumination (difference between counts
with and without illumination) on the rate of beak-clapping among chick-embryos; see the end of
the section. The boxplot suggests lack of normality of the population. We have carried out
bootstrap analysis on the median and on the mean. A noteworthy finding is the lack of symmetry
of bootstrap-t histogram, which differs from limiting normal curve. The 95% level confidence
intervals coming from our analysis for both mean and the median (centered bootstrap percentile
method) cover the range [10, 30], roughly speaking. This range represents overall difference
(increase) in the beak-clapping counts per minute due to illumination.
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Figure 1. Boxplot of the measurement is presented in (a). Bootstrap distributions of the sample
mean, sample median and t* statistic are plotted in (b)-(d), respectively. The dotted lines in (b)
and (c) correspond respectively to the sample mean and sample median. Based the bootstrap
distributions, the 95% confidence interval for the population median by the bootstrap percentile
method is (4.7000, 24.7000), by the centered boostrap percentile is (10.5000, 30.5000). The 95%
confidence interval for the population mean by the percentile bootstrap method is (10.0960,
28.1200), by the centered bootstrap method is (9.4880, 27.51200). The Bootstrap-t 95% CI for
the population mean is (12.9413, 30.8147). Note that the bootstrap t on the mean show skewed
histogram of the t-distribution.

Example 2. (Bivariate Data) In this example, the data are from Collins et al. (1999), which
assess body fat in collegiate football players (Devore, 2003, page 553). We study correlation
between the BOD and HW measurements; see the data at the end of this section. Here, BOD is
BOD POD, a whole body air-displacement plethysmograph, and HW refers to hydrostatic
weighing. The sample size is modest, but reasonable for bootstrap methods. As bivariate data
consist of n pairs of data, say ( X i , Yi ), for i = 1,..., n , one draws a pair of data randomly at a time
in the bootstrap resampling. For instance, the first draw could be ( X 7 , Y7 ) followed by ( X 3 , Y3 ) etc.
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The box plots of original data in Figure 1 (a) suggest lack of normality of the underlying
populations. The histogram for correlations computed on bootstrap bivariate data is plotted in
Figure 2 (c) which is asymmetric (skewed to the left). For this reason, the centered bootstrap
percentile confidence interval appears more appropriate. According to our bootstrap analysis, the
two measurements have at least a correlation of 0.78 in the population.

(a) Box plots

(b) Scatter plot

(c) Histogram

Figure 2. Boxplots of BOD and HW in (a) suggest somewhat non-normal data. Scatter plot in (b)
indicates they are highly correlated. Bootstrap inference on the correlation between BOD and HW
is presented in (c), which shows the Bootstrap distribution (in histogram) of correlation. IN
particular, sample correlation of BOD and HW is 0.8679 which corresponds to the dotted vertical
line in (c). The SE of the correlation is 0.0412 with an estimated bias of 0.0003. The 95%
confidence interval of the correlation by the bootstrap percentile method is (0.7222, 0.9490) and
the 95% confidence interval by the centered bootstrap percentile method is (0.7868, 1.0136).
Data for Example 1:
-8.5 -4.6 -1.8 -0.8 1.9 3.9 4.7 7.1 7.5 8.5 14.8 16.7 17.6 19.7 20.6 21.9 23.8 24.7 24.7 25.0
40.7 46.9 48.3 52.8 54.0
Data for Example 2:
BOD
2.5 4.0 4.1 6.2 7.1 7.0 8.3 9.2 9.3 12.0 12.2 12.6 14.2 14.4 15.1 15.2 16.3 17.1 17.9 17.9
HW
8.0 6.2 9.2 6.4 8.6 12.2 7.2 12.0 14.9 12.1 15.3 14.8 14.3 16.3 17.9 19.5 17.5 14.3 18.3 16.2

5. Engineering A Fitting Bootstrap
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A sizable amount of journal literature on the topic is directed towards proposal and study
of bootstrap schemes which will produce decent results in various statistical situations. The set
up that has been the basis of forgoing discussion is basic and there are many types of departures
from it. How to bootstrap in case of two stage sampling or a stratified sampling?

Natural

schemes are not hard to think of. Bootstrapping in case of data with regression models has
attracted a lot of attention.

There are two schemes which stand out:

in one of which the

covariate(s) and the response variable are resampled together (called paired bootstrap), and the
other one bootstraps the “residuals” (=response – fitted model value) and then reconstructs the
bootstrap regression data by plugging in the estimated regression parameters (called residual
bootstrap).

Paired bootstrap remains valid - in the sense of correct outcome in the limit

as n → ∞ , even if the error variances in the model are unequal; a property which the residual
bootstrap lacks. The shortcoming is compensated by the fact that the latter scheme brings
additional accuracy in the estimation of standard error. This is the classic tug of war between
efficiency and robustness in statistics (see Liu and Singh (1992)).
A lot harder to bootstrap are the time series data. Needless to say, time series analysis
is of critical importance in several disciplines, especially in econometrics. The sources of difficulty
are two-fold: (I)

Time series data possess serial dependence i.e. X T +1 has dependence

on X T , X T −1 etc; (II)The statistical population changes with time, and that is known as non
stationarity. It was noted very early on (see Singh (1981) for m-dependent data) that the classical
bootstrap can not handle dependent data. A fair amount of research has been dedicated to
modifying the bootstrap so that it could automatically bring in the dependence structure of the
original sampling into bootstrap samples. The scheme of moving–block bootstrap has become
quite well known (invented in Kunch (1989) and Liu and Singh (1992)). Potitis and Romano are
well known authors on the topic, whose contributions have led to significant advancements on the
topic of resampling, in general. In a moving block bootstrap scheme, one draws a block of data
at a time, instead of one of the X i ’s at a time, in order to preserve the underlying serial
dependence structure that is present in the sample. There is plenty of ongoing research in the
area of bootstrap methodology on econometric data.
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6. The great m out n bootstrap with ( m / n → 0 )
There are various types of conditions under which the straightforward bootstrap becomes
inconsistent, meaning that the bootstrap estimate of sampling distribution and the true sampling
distribution do not approach to the same limit, as the sample size n tends to ∞ . That means, for
large samples, one is bound to end up with an inaccurate statistical inference. The examples
include, just to name a few, bootstrapping sample minimum or sample maximum which estimate
end-point of a population distribution (Bickel and Freedman (1981)), the case of sample mean
when the population variance is ∞ (Athreya (1981)), bootstrapping sample eigenvalues when
population eigenvalues have multiplicity (Eaton and Tyler (1991)), the case of sample median
when the population density is discontinuous at the population median (Huang, et.al. (1996)).
Luckily, a general remedy exists and that is to keep the bootstrap sample size m much lower
than the original size. Mathematically speaking, one requires m → ∞ and m / n → 0 , as n → ∞ . In
theory it fixes the problem, however for users, it is somewhat troublesome. How to choose m ? An
obvious suggestion would be settle for a fraction of n , say 20% or so. It should be pointed out
that in good situations, where the regular bootstrap is fine, such a m is not advisable as it will
result is loss of efficiency. See Bickel (2003), for a recent survey on the topic.
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